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Whether it’s a wedding, corporate event, or gala, the Julia 
Morgan Ballroom at the Merchants Exchange offers guests 
the highest quality event experience in the financial epicenter 
of San Francisco. To help enhance each event, like this 
Ski Lodge themed winter event, the production team was 
looking for the highest quality LED event lighting to meet the 
demands of the event and venue’s demanding schedule.

Managing lighting services for the 4,300-square-foot 
ballroom space as well as the Merchants Exchange Club 
and restaurant spaces, the production team needed an LED 
event lighting solution that could be installed, customized, 
and taken down quickly and easily, by any lighting user on 
the team. They also sought a solution that could last through 
full day event schedules, accenting the beauty of the venue’s 
architecture for long periods of time. The ideal solution would 
work wirelessly, limiting potential tripping hazards for guests.

Based on their dynamic colored light and the reliability 
of their long-lasting battery life, 60 QolorPoint Wireless 
LED Uplighters were selected as the ideal solution for this 
event, and are providing LED event lighting at the Julia 
Morgan Ballroom, the Merchants Exchange Club, and the 
restaurant at the venue on an ongoing basis.

“QolorPoint Wireless LED Uplighters 
look beautiful and last through events 
that go for as long as 12 hours - and 
the battery still doesn’t dip below 90%. 
Everyone is very impressed.”
- Walter Ryon, Audio Visual Production Manager, 
   Merchants Exchange Productions
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The Julia Morgan 
Ballroom at the 
Merchants Exchange 
is a coveted special 

event venue in San Francisco, CA. The Ballroom offers 
a timeless Beaux-Arts interior with superior modern 
amenities. It is known as an unparalleled space for 
creating highly memorable events in an urban setting.
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Learn more about QolorPoint Wireless LED Uplighters at:
citytheatrical.com/products/ qolorpoint-wireless-led-uplighter
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